Who We Are
What We Do
How We Can Assist You
Our Staff includes:

- Water sports enthusiasts from surfing to kayaking,
- Gardeners, Cooks, DIYers, Photographers,
- And dance instructors to name a few!
Our Staff includes:

- 7 of us have Ph.D.s
- 3 have Master’s degrees
- 7 have university teaching experience
- 9 of us are academic advisors
We love....

Babies!

And food!
And we are divided in our sports loyalties so it is best not to go down that path!
What We Do

- Peer Tutoring
- Study Groups/Learning Communities
- LD/ADHD Support
- Learning Consultations
Peer Tutoring

- Free, First come, first served, & matched for the entire semester
- 22 introductory level courses: Chemistry, Economics, Math, Physics and some foreign languages
- Two tutors each semester: one foreign language and one core course
Group Tutorial

- Walk-in Tutoring for 3 Chem courses (101, 201, 202) and Econ 101

- Math Study Groups for 8 courses
  - (105L, 106L, 111L, 112L, 122L*, 212, 216, 353)

- Peer-Facilitated Study Groups for BIO 202L*

(* new)
Learning Communities – The SAGE Program

**SAGE:** Science Advancement through Group Engagement – Intro Chemistry Sequence (C 99, 101, 201, 202)

- Peer groups, Facilitators, Mentors, Tutors, & Leaders
- Coordinated ARC Services
- Professional Development Opportunities

*Build Community/Develop Whole Student/Enrich Chemistry Learning*
LD/ADHD Support

- ADHD Coaching
- Learning Consultations
- Screenings for LD & ADHD (Learning Disabilities & Attention Deficit Hyperactivity Disorder)
- Referrals to community providers
- Documentation review & interpretation
Why Seek Out a Learning Consultation?

- Learn ways to manage all of their academic and social opportunities
- Learn how to approach the content in their courses
- Identify learning preferences and how these apply to their courses
- Enhance their learning experience
- Get “unstuck” and address roadblocks
- Tackle motivation challenges